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&nbsp&nbsp(Description is here.) WinAmp Plug-In File Writer: &nbsp&nbsp(Info is here.)
&nbsp&nbspThe Winamp Plug-in is free &quotBorland's C++Builder/Free Pascal/Delphi-based IDE for

Winamp music player versions 5.8.2, 5.10.2, 5.11.2, 5.12.2, 5.12.3, 5.13.2, 5.13.3, 5.14.2, 5.14.3,
and 5.15.0. &quot is BSD licensed. More free software in more languages is available at

&nbsp&nbspThe plug-in allows you to insert date and time stamps in the file names of each file
loaded in Winamp. It is a file writer plugin with multiple file format support that is quite powerful and
customizable. &nbsp&nbspAt this moment it will let you specify a directory to write files in, it will let

you choose between the raw, ape, mp3, ogg and wave file formats and it supports three different
modes for creating a filename, just title simply uses the title as a filename, expanded title uses the
title but expands some variables just like with the title option of my LineIn plugin (see the Option

reference of my LineIn plugin), the expandable string option enables you to specify an expandable
string which is used to create the filename (useful with a setting like: %ut - on %dl), you have to use
at least %ut (unexpanded title), %et (expanded title) or %p# with that option, %p# expands to the

playlist position (padded with zeroes upto # digits). &nbsp&nbspThe plugin can also insert the
following into the filename: &nbsp&nbsp* the current username (%ur) &nbsp&nbsp* the

computername (%cr) &nbsp&nbsp* the number of tracks in the playlist (%n#, works like %p#)
&nbsp&nbspFor some formats to be available (MP3 and Ogg Vorbis) you need seperate dlls, I have
not included them in the standard distributable because they are relatively large and probably not

everybody needs
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Name: WinAmp Plug-In File Writer Version: 1.0 Date: 15.10.2006 Author: Hans de Goede Description:
This applet enables users to select a directory, choose one of the supported format types (raw, ape,
mp3, ogg, wave) and add date and time stamps to each file name in the chosen directory. You have
three different modes in which you can create the filename: 1. Title using the title (as defined by the

title in the config) 2. Title using the title and using some expanded variables 3. Expandable string,
there you specify an expandable string which is used to create the filename (useful with settings like
%ut - on %dl) You can choose between three different ways of creating the filename for files of type

#raw: 1. %ur - the current user 2. %cr - the computername 3. %n# - the number of tracks in the
playlist You can choose between two different ways of creating the filename for files of type #ape: 1.

%ur - the current user 2. %cr - the computername You can choose between two different ways of
creating the filename for files of type #mp3: 1. %ur - the current user 2. %cr - the computername

You can choose between two different ways of creating the filename for files of type #ogg: 1. %ur -
the current user 2. %cr - the computername You can choose between two different ways of creating

the filename for files of type #wave: 1. %ur - the current user 2. %cr - the computername The
following features are NOT included: - auto change from one format to another - find file function -
handling of deleted files (though I think it can be done with My Auto Replace plugin) - seperating
different media when playing/saving (it'll be easy when it's done) - I have to look into some more

javascript functions (another solution with javascript) WinAmp Plug-In File Writer Options Reference:
Here you find descriptions for the three different modes for creating a filename (see explanation
above), you have to set these to normal for the "title using the title" option, and you have to set

them to either expanded or expandable string for the other options. option mode: expanded string
Set b7e8fdf5c8
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- The directory where the files will be written - To get started, simply add the plugin to the playlist. If
you want to use different settings for different dirs, simply add multiple entries in the Formats
section. - The Format section can be used to select between different files, the other format specific
settings can be used to get the title or some other information inserted into the filenames - You have
to choose a format in the Format section - The format can be raw, ape, mp3, ogg, wav - The first
form of format will only be used if a format is not selected in the Format section - There are 3
different modes to create a filename: simply, title and expandable string. Simply puts the title in the
filename, title can be used to specify a "MusicPlayer Title" or you can use the expandable string
option which is useful with the setting like "%dtu" where "%d" expands to the number of tracks in
the playlist (padded with zeroes to a maximum of 4 characters) the "%u" expands to the username,
"%r" expands to the computername, "%t" expands to the title of the current playlist, "%t#" expands
to the title as a filename with the current playlist position and "%tu" expands to the title as a
filename with the current playlist position with the username - To enter the track number of a track
in the playlist, the number is mandatory. If the number is an integer, the track will be numbered
starting with 1. If the number is a string, the track will be numbered starting from the first track that
has a matching number. The format is %#u where # is the track number. - The 3rd option for the
expandable string is %p#, which expands to the playlist position number padded with zeroes (upto 4
characters). As an example, if the position of a track is number 7, you can have the filename "Album
Title - Track 7 - Artist - Composer" - For all formats to be available, you need seperate dlls. I have
included those in the distributable ZIP archive. You can get those at - The author of the plugin is the
wonderful Shawn Hargreaves - "GPLv2-or-later" - "Demo version is free (donate to pay for the
development

What's New in the WinAmp Plug-In File Writer?

Version 1.1a, supported file formats: - Raw: with or without ID3 tags - Ape: or FLAC, AAC and APE
tags - Ogg Vorbis: or FLAC tags - MP3 (raw) - MP3 (ape) - MP3 (ogg vorbis) - Ogg Vorbis (raw) - Ogg
Vorbis (ape) - Ogg Vorbis (flac) - Ogg Vorbis (flac and mp3) - Ogg Vorbis (ape and mp3) - Ogg Vorbis
(ape and flac) - Ogg Vorbis (flac and ogg) - Ogg Vorbis (ape and ogg) - Ogg Vorbis (flac and ogg) -
Wave: or FLAC tags - WavPack: or FLAC tags - Taku's AIFF format (supporting some features) - Any
format supported by CC (includes WavePack, Ogg Vorbis, Taku's AIFF, Ape's and FLAC) - AAC (raw) -
AAC (ape) - AAC (ogg vorbis) File Writer Modes: - simple: just title or expanded title - title or
expanded title: optional title - expandable string: use on the filename an expandable string like: %ut
- on %dl - expandable string or title: optional expandable string (useful with %p#) Supported
Options: - names (title or expanded title) [int] - numbers (n#, where # is an integer or a random int
between 0 and 255) - extra (text) - dates (year, month and day) - times (hours, minutes and
seconds) - separator (separator for names - %n_) - separator (separator for numbers - %d) -
separator (separator for extra - %e) - separator (separator for dates - %d_) - separator (separator for
times - %t) - separator (separator for extra - %e) - separator (separator for music file names - %m_) -
separator (separator for skip list - %n_) - separator (separator
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System Requirements For WinAmp Plug-In File Writer:

MINIMUM: OS: Microsoft Windows® 7 (32-bit) or Windows® 8 (32-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™
i3-370M 2.66 GHz Memory: 2 GB Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000 Hard Disk Space: 100 MB
RECOMMENDED: OS: Microsoft Windows® 7 (64-bit) or Windows® 8 (64-bit) Processor: Intel®
Core™ i5-450M 2.93
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